
HOT MESS

“A person or thing that is spectacularly unsuccessful or 

disordered, especially one that is a source of peculiar fascination”





“It was the best of times…”



“It was the worst of times…”



“It was the age of wisdom…”



“It was the age of foolishness…”



“It was the epoch of belief…”



“It was the epoch of incredulity…”



“It was the season of Light…”



“It was the season of Darkness…”



“It was the spring of hope…”



“It was the winter of despair…”



“We had everything before us…”



“We had nothing before us…”



“We were all going direct to Heaven…”



“We were all going direct the other way…”





APOCALYPSE



Stretching the 

imagination of 

the possible



Hearing the 

real questions 

the future is 

asking you



JON RICHARDSON AND THE FUTURENAUTS



HOW F***ED ARE WE?





TEMPERATURES WILL KEEP RISING

+1.1ºC since 1850

+1.5ºC by 2040 (in all scenarios)

Past 8 years hottest on record

+2ºC by end of century





“We are on a pathway to global 

warming of more than double the 

1.5°C limit agreed in Paris. 

Some Government and business 

leaders are saying one thing, but 

doing another.

Simply put, they are lying. And 

the results will be catastrophic.

Delay is death”

Antonio Guterres

UN Secretary-General





https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fcarbontracker.org

%2Fburning-planet-earth-2%2F%3Flang%3Dpt-

pt&psig=AOvVaw2ezOfZF03fxd4LiCNGrfDV&ust=1634318897331000&so

urce=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAsQjRxqFwoTCODY8r62yvMCFQAAAAAd

AAAAABAD

WHY ARE WE F***ED?



The Holocene…



“The office is a totemic monolith for 

everything we feel is wrong with the world”



“People are 

not giving up 

their Covid 

won rights 

easily”



“WE’RE ALL 

TWATS NOW”







“Come back to the 

office, or pretend to 

work somewhere 

else…and you’re 

fired!”

Elon Musk



“A bit like baboons showing how available they are”

Thomas Heatherwick





“The space also has a long table  where 

employees can collaborate when necessary…”

Thomas Heatherwick



PWC ‘Batwing” – massively OVER-specced!







BIG TRAIN: “no w@nking in the office”



“Al Desko”



“Why is it I get my best ideas in the morning while I’m shaving?”



72% of people get their best ideas in the shower



HOME is…

1. A safe space

2. An autonomous space

3. A creative space

4. A place of ‘automatic’ tasks

5. Where you sleep

6. Where you do your hobbies

7. Where your memories are

8. NOT the office!



“Office life is the 

Chris de Burgh of 

buildings…soulless”



“Your totem to disaster-capitalism is fucking 

the rest of the world (the one you like to 

escape into when you're not in the office). 

It's like working inside a weapon you're being 

asked to point at all the things you love”



800,000 new houses built since Zero 

Carbon Homes Bill axed in 2015





…and are the highest they’ve EVER been



OIL

GAS

$3.5T
Source: Transparency International 19.4.22









“The system isn’t 

broken…it’s 

working for 

someone”

Dr Kate Simpson

Systemcraft



ZEMBLANITY

“Making unhappy, unlucky 
discoveries…by design”



HOW DO WE UNF*** OURSELVES?





Image: Nivanh Chanthara

PROSPERITY
successful
flourishing

thriving



“The best way to give effective and lasting 
protection from climate chaos is through 
action that addresses inequities such as those 
based on gender, ethnicity, disability, age, 
location and income”

IPCC 28.2.22



THE RACE TO NET ZERO

“The destination is agreed, it’s 

only how fast we get there 

that is up for debate”



























“End the environmental obsession of climate alarmism”
Jacob Rees-Mogg, Business Secretary





Public priorities…COSY HOMES

Source: E3G



“Reasonable and prescient”















THE JUMP = 25% of 
emissions reductions 

needed by 2030*

*60% of reductions involve behavioural or societal 
change – Committee on Climate Change

ee



ANTHROPOCENTRIC IN SERVICE TO…ECOCENTRIC



REPURPOSING
REIMAGINING

REGENERATING



Every tonne of carbon 
that doesn’t enter the 

atmosphere now 
alleviates future human 

suffering



Ayana Elizabeth 

Johnson



‘The wise learn from the past

The brave learn from the future’





BRITAIN’S POTENTIAL
OUR CHILDREN’S FUTURE

STABILITY & FREEDOM



PRIVATE SUFFICIENCY



Investing in the Future: 
Sailing close to the winds of change

Ed Gillespie
CityWire
November 2021

ONLY THE…

…IS INTERESTING



Thank you
Ed Gillespie
@frucool

“Allow the world’s flaws 
and beauty to seep into 
your soul”
Flemmich Webb, The Independent
Review of ‘Only Planet’


